ABSTRACT. The height, h(X), of an operand X over a monoid S satisfying the d.c.c. on orbits is defined, and is compared to the saturation length, sl(X), of X. If h(X) is finite, then sl(X) < h(X). If X is saturated, then h(X) must be a limit ordinal. If h(X) is infinite, then it may be that h(X) < sl(X).
Let S be a monoid, and let X be a left S-operand. The identity of S will always act as the identity transformation on X, and it may be that X is empty. An operand X is a generalized orbit if for every x, y £ X there is a z £ X such that x, y £ Sz. Every operand is the union of its maximal generalized orbits (see [2] In [2] a descending chain of suboperands for an operand X was constructed as follows.
Let X = X. If Xa has been defined for an ordinal a, let %. = ¡M C X : M is a maximal generalized orbit of X I, o~ o~ ° oã nd set XCT+ j = \x e Xa: x £ M n M' with M, M' £ %a and M ¿ IH'\.
If r is a limit ordinal, then set XT= n$XCT: a < r\. If X is a left S-operand, let us say that two elements x, y £ X are separated in X if x and y are not contained in a common orbit in X. Proposition 1. Let X be a left S-operand.
(i) If x £ X and if M is a generalized orbit of X such that x £ M, then M = \J\Sy: y £ M and x e Sy\.
(ii) x £ X lies in two distinct maximal generalized orbits of X if and only if x £ Sy n Sz with y, z separated in X.
(iii) // XCT is as above, then x £ X +. if and only if there exist y, z £ X with y, z separated in X and x £ Sy C\ Sz.
(iv) X is saturated if and only if for all x £ X there exist y, z £ X with y, z separated in X and x £ Sy fï Sz. (ii) If such y and z exist, then they must lie in distinct maximal generalized orbits of X; hence x lies in two distinct maximal generalized orbits of X.
Conversely, if no such y, z exist, then M = {J\Sy: x £ Sy\ is a generalized orbit of X. If M is a generalized orbit of X such that x £ M , then by Proof. If Xer ^ X, then X has X^-distinguished orbits, hence Xa 4
The existence of such a ß follows from cardinality considerations, and in fact card (j8) < card (X).
If 5 satisfies the d.c.c. on orbits and if X is a left 5-operand, call the the least ordinal ß such that X" = X the height of X, and denote it by Mx).
Theorem 4. Let S be a monoid satisfying the d.c.c. on orbits, and let X be a left S-operand.
(i) // some maximal generalized orbit of X lies in the union of other maximal generalized orbits of X, then h\X) must be infinite.
(ii) // X is saturated, then h{X) must be a limit ordinal.
Proof, finds yn + i £ M and z" + 1 4 M with yn + 1, z"+1 ¿ X", Syn + l and 5zfi + 1 incomparable, and x £ Sy ,nSz ... Hence, y , 4 X" + 1 so that M ¿ X" + 1.
Therefore by induction, M ¡¿ X" for any integer n, so that h(X) must be infinite.
(ii) It suffices to show that if Xer 4 X for some ordinal ct, then X 4 X. Suppose x e X with x ft Xer. Since X is saturated, there exist y, z £ X, separated in X, with x e 5y n 5z. Hence Sy is not X^-distinguished, so that y 4 Xa+1. This gives X°~ + l 4 X. Hence h(X) must be a limit Sym-k< that xm-k¿ Xk-Hence °ne finds that xQ 4 Xm, so that Xm 4 X. Now if h(X) = n for some integer n, then X" = X so that X = 0.
Thus sl(X) <n = h{X).
Corollary 6. Let S and X be as above; if h{X) is finite, then the set of all maximal generalized orbits of X forms an irredundant cover of X.
Proof. X is the union of its maximal generalized orbits, and since h(X)
is finite, no maximal generalized orbit is contained in the union of the others. (ii) // h(X) is infinite, then it can happen that h(X) < sl(X).
Proof, 
